
COMPETITIORS BRIEFING NOTES 

Firstly this is not a contact sport it is a rally not racing, so please respect 
your fellow competitors at all times. At the merge be aware of 

other cars on their 2nd lap, please show a degree of patience until it is  

safe to pass. This venue is not tight and there is plenty of space around  

the stage. 

All 6 stages will be running at 1 minute intervals all day, Limited Contact 
Timekeeping can be found on the event web site. 

Remember at splits do not cut back through the bales/cones or turn 
round if you get it wrong it is better to take a time penalty than being 
Disqualified. 

Around the stage, chicanes have been placed to reduce speed do not hit 

them it will damage your car and you may also INCURE A TIME 
PENALTY. Marshals at these location will be deemed Judge of Fact. 

Any competitor involved in an incident must indicate that they are ok by 
signalling with a THUMBS UP to any approaching marshal. 

In case of an accident where medical attention is required the RED SOS 

Board should be displayed. 

Red Flags as described in R24.4.5 are being used, if you see a red flag 

Displayed by a marshal in tabard stop at that location until instructed to 
move. 

If you breakdown on stage and need recovery this will take place at the 
end of SS2, SS4, and SS6. Competitors must not assist in the recovery 

Under COVID-19 Motorsport UK guidance. 

If you miss a stage you will receive a 30 mins penalty (per stage). To 
qualify as a finisher you must complete at least two-thirds of the stages 
(4 stages) and report to the final control. 

The gates will be looked during the day if you wish to leave early you will 
need to speak to an official to arrange your exit. 

A 10mph speed limit in the service at all times and THERE MUST BE 
NO WARMING OF TYRES OR BRAKES anywhere prior to the stage. 
Please place your damage declarations in the box at the final PC. 

Finally have safe and enjoyable day. 


